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RF.MINGTON ARMS Cm',PANY 

RESEARCH AND D"2VELOPHE~"'T 

T!JIP.D QUj\RTER PROGRESS REPOP.T - 19 80 

HIGHLIGHTS 

Extended semiworks runs of the new unibcdy pro
~ess were successfully completed on 12 gause 
-;:iroducts. The bodies a.re now being processed 
through assemble, head ana prime at Lonoke, and 
load development has been started. Semiworks 
equipment has been upgraded, and the production 
prototype unit is on schedule. 

21M1'1 Seismic product produced in the serniworks 
is being warehoused at the rate of 50,000 rounds 
per month. This schedule will continue through 
September and October. Component banks are being 
built in preparation for startup of production 
facilities in Novenber at a rate of 250,000 rounds 
per month. 

Laboratory quantities of 20 gauge steel shot loads 
were prepared and shipped to the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service for proposed field tests. 
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A research program was initiated to design and 2 

0 

Cl 

develop a progressive center fire shell draw pro-
cess. Prototype facilities will be installed in 
February, 1981. 

Equipment for producing integral anvil battery 
cups was installed at Lonoke. Performance dernon
st.ration will begin upon receipt of spare tooling. 

Further testing of rim fire TLX priming mixtures 
conti:i.nes to show encouraging results. Testir.c; 
of TLX in shotshell primers will begin October i, 
1980. 
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REMINGTON hRMS COMPANY 

RESEARCH liliD DEV'""'r.L0Pt1ENT 

TIIIRD QUARTER PROGRESS REPORT - l9SO 

AM.c"1UNIT I ON 

~ew Unibody Shotshell Process 

The improved one-piece plastic shotshell body process 
being developed will be capable of producing the complete range 
of shotshell specifications and is expected to result in an an
nual cost reduction of about $1,000,000.· 

An extended run of 100,000 12 gauge bodies, in both 2-3/4" 
and 3" lengths, was completed at a machine rate of 80 parts per 
minute. Frequent monitoring of product dimensions during the 
run revealed no dimensional drifts, indicating a stable process. 
Bodies were sent to both the Bridgeport and Lonoke Plant for as
serr>hly and loading. The 2-3/4" bodies sent to Lonoke have been 
processed as both high and low base loads through the assemble, 
head and prime eq 1.liprnent. Load development is now in progress. 
Since it is proposed that a single 12 gauge body will replace 
three of the present bodies (RXP© type, 45 grain dry molded base
wad, and SB grain dry molded basewad), POWER PISTON® wad fit 
problems are anticipated. Preliminary load development results 
suggest existi~g wad designs can be used for 1-1/B ounce and 
heavier loads, but a new design may be required for the one ounce 
load. 

The semiworks equipment is in the final stages of upgrading 
to more closely simulate the proposed production equipment. A 
new die set and cam have been installed and are ready for check
out prior to resuming product developrr.ent work in October. 

The production prototype system under development is being 
designed to produce shotshell bodies at a rate of 960 parts per 
minute. This will provide a system capacity of 220MM components 
annually. In this work, all design work is complete and orders 
have been placed for the body former; redesign of the heatset 
equipment, incorporating improvements determined necessary by 
semiworks testing, is scheduled for completion in September with 
order placement expected in October; and, design work is com-
plete on the control system and orders have been placed. Pro
duction start-up of the prototype system is sc!:t~duled for mid-1961. 

21HH Seinmic 

i\n i::lectric.:ill.y F.tred cartridge c.nrl gun syst0rn is beinq de
velo;iccl fot: ~F\IC'C) fo:: sc~ismorircipllic work a:icl is cJcsignatud as tho 
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21MM Seismic (Cont'd.) 

21MH Seismic Shell. The shell requires an electric primer being 
developed and produced at Bridgeport, and a compatible gun and 
firing system being proven at Ilion. 

Amr.iunition production rates have been improving. and are cur
rently limited by the dry assembly rate of about 5000 assemblies 
per day. In July, a total of 70,000 loaded rounds were warehoused 
and a I\1n of 115,000 primers was compl~ted. These primers will be 
asserrbled into bodies and loaded for the September and October 
commitments of 50,000 rounds each month. There are currently 
47,000 rounds in the warehouse. 

It is presently planned to begin producing 250,0QO rounds 
per month in November. The first samples of support cups, buttons 
and primer cups are due from the vendor on October 1st. Product 
costs •o1ere calci;lated based upon the proposed production process 
and full book co8ts range from $495/M to $517/H depending upon the 
outputs achieved from the assewhly and charging booth. Comparable 
costs for the standard 8 gauge product are $440/M. A technical 
data pacl~age is being prepared which v;ill specify raw materials, 
tooling, product <ind prncess specifications r.ir,d recmrmenced qu;,1-
ity control procedures. It is expected that this will be completed 
about Novenber 1st when proauction op~rations are initiated on the 
new equipment. 

20 Gause Magnum Steel Shot Loads 

In support of a proposed field testing program, the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, U.S. Department of Interior, requested that Rem
ington provice 5500 rounds of steel loads and an equal number of 
lead loads for a test control. The steel loads were prepared in 
the Research semiworks facility and both types of ar.ununition, 
along with 12 Model 1100 LT-20 magnum shotguns (specially prepared 
with double gas ports for reliable function with the experimental 
steel loads) were shipped to the Tulelake National Wildlife Refu:ie 
on September 15, 1980. No further work on steel load development 
is anticipated at this time. 

C.F. Ammunition - Progressive Shell Draw Development 

tvork is underway to aevelop an improved process for m,1nufac
turing center fi.re ammunition c01.ses and bullet jackets. The pl:."o
posed ne\~ pr0c:::ss i.s based on progressive forming of components 
from cup to fin<d. ;'\ra\·l length in a continum1s operation on one 
machine withaa'.:: the c:Jstom:iry interdraw annc::ils. 
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c.F. Ammunition - Progressive Shell Draw Develooment !Cont'd.) 

The plan is to have all hardware ready for initial testing 
in February, 1981. The primary development goals are to estab
lish progressive draw feasibility, define equipment speed and 
efficiency, determine lubrication requirements and tool usage, 
and provide a data base to assist in further tooling development. 
This work is proceeding on schedule. 

Integral Anvil Battery Cup 

The objective of this program is to deveLop an integral 
anvil battery cup to reduce primer manufacturing costs, improve 
consistency of primer quality, and provide greater opportunity 
for process automation. 

The die was successfully tested in June with approxirnatr;,ly 
930,000 components being made. The system was shipped to Rem
ington in July. It has since been received and installed. Five 
anvil support punches were broken due to a misfeed during start
up. One coil of metal has been passed through the system at 
design speed without these punches to gain operating experienc<a 
and finalize safety requirements. Upon ri:::ceipt of spar8 too:ing, 
the performance dernonstr:ation, (production of twenty-five rni.1.lion 
parts) will begin. 

Preliminary supporting documentation necessciry for proper 
operation of this equipment is complete. A Process P,P-corc des
cribing component, material and lubricant specifications, the tool
ing progr2ssion and gauges for proclur.t acceptance, die sDt-ur, and 
material inspection has been prepared. A Technical Data Pack con
taining vendor catalogues, reproclucible engineering dra·t1ings, il 

spare parts list, and O?erating mar.ual was also assemble·:::.. 

Hand operated equipment for covering the flash holes has 
been sotisfactorily tested at thirty parts/minute. The paper 
covaring concept requires only one tooling station and has be~n 
forwarded to Legal for comment on patenta.bili ty or infringement. 

TLX Primina Mixtures 

The purpose of this program is to improve primer rnanufac
turi!1g st1fcty by developing a priming mixture which is signifi
cantly less sensitive to detonation during manufacture. 

The proposed TLX mixture contains nitrocellulose to take 
up e>:cess ~oisturc e.nd improve chargin::r r.haracteristics. I.::s.incr 
'1<:, nit.rocellulosc ;ind an incr.ca'3E:d .f .. i.;-:{n'J time, the rim fire ni:<
ture h.:is passed al L '(Jroduct evaluation tests to date. D!:"or.; t~sts, 
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TLX Priming Mixtures (Cont'd. l 

ballistics and accuracy results were comparable to the standard 
control mixture and the candidate mixture indicated acceptable 
compatibility with the high speed ri8 fire shell inspection ma
chine. A total of 27,500 rou.1ds have been fired in ?ist0ls 
and rifles with no misfires or. malfunctions. After 11 weeks 
1.L~der high humiclity, hot storage conditions, the candidate mix
ture held up well showing less misfires than the control. The 
mixture has been tested under mass detonation conflitions and ~•as 
found to be insensitive: to ~8 blasting cap cetona::ions at va:::-io·.ls 
stages cf the mixing c;clc. A plant s~ale run of the rim fire 
candidate mixture is scheduled for the week ending October 3, 1980, 
with more extensive te3ting to follow. 

In order to test the candid2te mixture in shotshell primers, 
a new, 1.1 grain pellet weight charging plate has been 9urchased 
and experimental work in this area will coifUllence October 1, 19 80. 
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STATUS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT 

PolyP.er Improvement 

Shotshell body cutoffs on reloading have been reported in 
the field. The primary cause has beer. traced to the body 90).yrner. 
To correct the problem, a proqram was initiated to carrel.ate 
specific polymer characteristics with the severity of shot.shell 
body cutoffs, and to identify acceptabLe alternative resins. The 
first to be evaluated, Chernplex 2203, process'3d well through the 
extruder and gave ):igh tensiles in finished product. HowC?ver, it 
produced an unacceptable level of body defects going through the 
body forming operation. In response to ·this, Chemplex provided 
three e:-.-periir,ental samples of polymer with different levels of 
internal lubricant. These could not effectively be processed 
through extrusion. Two additional samples from Chemplex, one oE 
slightly lower density and one produced with a different catalyst 
are yet to be tried, along with two samples from UST and one 
sample from .Mar lex. 

30 Caliber "Accelerator" Sabots 

Due to the problem of excessive sprue lengths on molded 
polycarbonate sabots, the use of Lexan© 141 is being considered 
as a direct replacement for Lexan~ 191. During an experimental 
molding run at the vendor's plant, this polyethylene-free material 
tolally eliminated the excess sprue lengths on molded product. 
To determine the compatibility of this resin ~ith the single base 
powder (DuPont 4198) used in the 30 cal. "Accelerator" produc~s, 
severe long-term environmental testing wus initiated. Results 
obtained mid-way through the six-month storage r;ieriod continue 
to show positive indications of compatibility with the powder. 
The final series of tests, after six months storage at 150°F, are 
scheduled on November :n, 19 80. 

357 Reminqton Maximum 158 Gr. SJl!P 

Case splits resul terl when 357 Rem. Max primed shells, mnde 
from standard 357 magnum components, were loaded to 50,000 psi 
and fired in ~ protctype Ruger handgun. These cases have per
formed satisfactorily in UR barrels and their wall thickness 
variation is within 357 rr~gnum specification. The handgun chamber 
di;;icn~ions plug-gauge satisfactorily. Further examination of 
these cases is in progress. 

A second experimental run has been initiated to produse 
cases from shells made in a three-draw-process. These c~ses will 
have a wcil.l geo:netry identical to !:hose that split. Plans for a 
third c~lerimcntnl run t0 produce a h~avier walled shell are beinq 
muC!e. ·· 
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7nlI11 BR Remington Case 

Second and third taper 
critical patli for conducting 
All other tools are on hand. 
on a differe'1t draw process, 
ir.ent. 

7rnm Mauser 140 Gr. PSP 

dies, due mid-October, are on the 
an experimental run in November. 

'l".-To samples of shells, each based 
are being made on production equip-

An e}:perimental run, using cornrne,rcial bullets identical 
to those currentlv loaded in 7mrn-08, was conducted with satis
factory results. ·Efforts to procure bullets and packaging 
materials for a December production run are in progress. 

117 Primer 

Testing of the 117 has shown that it is acceptable for use 
in the nitro mag and steel loads and possibly all other field 
loads. l·lith respect to the target loads, recent testing indica";:es 
that the le\•el of sensitivity, particularly off-center, w-ith the 
proposed primer is not_satisfactory. A program that does not in
volve major changes to the primer has been developed to accomplish 
the reguired improvement in sensitivity for these loads. 'Il1is 
program, involving reduction in the metal hardness and/or thick
ness of the primer cup, will be comglete by Noverober, 1960, when 
a schedule for production implementation can be detailed. 
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STATOS - PROCESS DEVELOPMENT 

3• 12 Gauge RXPe Shotshell 

It was demonstrated that with tool rnodifications and press 
adjustments 2-3/4" product slugs could be successfully processed 
into 3" bodies at full speed using one row of modified tooling. 
These bodies were asse111bled, headed and primed with only minor 
equipment ~djustments, and a portion w~re production loaded 
(:>Pl2HMAG-00BK) with no difficulties encountered. Product ac
ceptance testing was completed and the ammunition met all pei:
formar.ce criteria. Additional tooling is now being fabricated 
for the remaining rows of the press. Upon receipt, a trial and 
pilot/production run will be scheduled by the Bridgeport Plar.t. 

Asbestos Basewad Elimination 

'rhe purpose of this project is to eliminate the asbestos 
dry molded basewad from Remington's complete line of "SP" shot
s hell products by conversion to a high density polyethylene 
material. 

At Bridgeport, all gauges, with the e~ception of 8 anc 10, 
have been converted to plastic and are in ~reduction. Work on 
8 gauge conversion is presently underway. 

In August, an attempt was made to extrude and cut off 8 
gauge plastic basewad slugs. Extruder instability problems, pos
sibly caused by the heavy wall of the r.od, allowed only a neglig
ible portion of the extrudate to be maintained within dimensional 
specifications. However, some of the acceptable product was cut 
to slug length and hand assembled, headed and primed in the 
Research semi.vorks facility. These ·shells will be production 
loaded and product acceptance tested on a preliminary basis be
fore further ~ork is done on improving the extrusion process. 

;JRA:mf 

1 -) 
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,\_____ d' 
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Loiboratoi:y 
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LIMITED DISTRIBUTION 

REMINGTON ARMS COMPA!<"Y r n!C. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOJ?MEllT - :FIREARMS 

TRJ:RD QUARTER PROGRESS REPORT 19SO 

Septe'll.ber 23, 1960 

HIGRLIGHTS 

New Product Develomnent 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

warehouse quality audits are in progi;ess on the 

M7400, M7500, M4 and M6 center fire rifles. Audit 

results will be available by mid-October. 

Revisions to the M870 Competition Trap 
shotgun gas piston, barrel sup9ort, and locking 

block have been successfully test fired to 

25, 000 rounds. Des;i.gn drawings have been trans

mitted to Process 'Engineering. 

Coruponent parts for two new locking systems and 

action bar a.ss!?lll.blies for the XSG shotgun are in 

process. Assem.bly a.nd testing should resume by 

mid-October. 

Delay fire and his;h misfire rate problems witll the 

Model 979 Seismic Gun have been solved and the f1rst 
lot of 15 gu.~s has been shipped to MAPCO. 

Prototypes of the bolt action carbine were provided 

to Marketing for field testing. Results indicate 

that the gun was well accepted, but needs some 

weight reduction. 

New for.nat Owner's Instruction Manual for the 

M7400/7600 and M4/6 rifle~ ha~ been completed and 

released to Production. 

Page 
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Re:minston Arnu- Company.Inc. 
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Current Product Develooment 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Cost savings of SB4.3M per year will be realized 

by introduction of the rivetless extractor in the 

~7400/7600 center fi..re ri.fles. These extractors 
have been ap~roved for production and introduction 

should be completed by the end of October. 
cost savings of ~60M per yea:r: will be reali~ed by 

introduction of the integral ejector design to the 

MllOD 12 Ga., 16 Ga. and 20 Ga. snotquns. Testing 

of MllOO LT-20 barrels has been completed and the 
design approved for production • . 
NJ. aesthetically acceptallle design of a bolt locx 
separate from the safety on the M700 rifle has bee:n 

completed and is scheduled for testing in October. 

Test models 0£ the M7B8 ri£le incorporating an 

improved safety button design are being fabricated. 

Process nevelooment 

0 

0 

0 

0 

The Auto-Drill line is now under power and full 

automatic operation is scheduled for October 10. 
The saw and south lathe have been cycled automatically 

and final adjustments and lube modifications are in 

progress. 

Savings of $61M at a 23~ RO! will be realized wit.~ 

ASEA ~..anipulator polishing 0£ M7400/7600 =eceiv~rs. 

The Shaevit2 LVDT repositioning systa~ to overcome 
tolerance problems in receiver panel polishing is 

due September 30. 

Delivery of the wire electrical discharge machine 

for the Four Slide Ma.chine is expected by October 15. 
M7400/7600 long magazine followers have been selected 

as the f i:st parts to be formed. 

Metallurgically sound laser welds of 1018 steel slide 
blocks to action bars have beer.. obtained by ETL. 

Eowevex, adequate weld st.rength has not been achieved. 
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STATUS New Product Develo-pment 

Model 74aO Autoloadinc and Mod.el' 7600 Slide Action Center Fire Rifles 

These rifles have been developed as replacements for the current 
Model 742 and Medel 760 and are scheduled for announcement in December 

1980. 
warehouse qua.lity audits are in .progress on the M7 400, M7600, 

M4 and M6 rifles. · Visual audits and functional tests wi 11 be performed 

and results available by mid-October. 
M7400 guns have been wit.~drawn from the wareho~se for the sports 

writers' seminar.· 
:specifi.i:::at.ions. 

Five guns have been scoped and accuracy is within 
• 

The Limited Edition Model Four is beinq prepared for release to 

production. Completed artwork will be ready for review by the end of 

Septembe~. Sample guns will be ready by mid-October 1980 for produc~ 

acceptance. 

Model 870 ComPetition TraP Shotgun 

The Competition Trap Shotgun is a speci~l single shot version of 

the present Model 870. It has a unique gas operated recoil reduction 
system. The gun was previewed at the Grand American Handicap '.!.'rap 
Shoot in August 1979 and announced L, December 1979. During initial 

trial and pilot testing, problems were encountered with vent ribs and 

magazine caps becoming loose during test. Design revisions were 

required. 

Revisions involved addition of a buffer on the piston, a barrel 

support to retain the bar=el, and a shot peened locking block. The 

latest design of the gun has been successfully testec to 25,000 rounds 

and drawings have been transmitted to Process Engineering. Updated 
costs show no significant change. We are working with production to 

ir.tprove warehouse dates. Presently we are drilling barrel support 

and gas cylinder positioning holes in barrels. 
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. XSG/SJ?G Shotgun 

New autaloading (XSGl and slide action {XPG) shotguns are being 
developed. The objective of the program is to reFl~ce ";he Model 1100 

autoloadi.nq shotgun and the Model 870 slide action shotgun with improved 
ve=sions which.will be lighter in weight. The guns are being designed 
simultaneously to.take adva...~tage of common parts for reduced manu

factuzing costs. 

The two new locking systems are near completion. Component parts 
are in heat treat.. Assembly and test will begin ·in mid-October •. 

Action bar assemblies are now being heat treated and test.L··w will 

res1JIIle on t.he new round anCl square wire action springs. 

Layouts and. d.eta.il drawings are being prepar~ for the XE'G. 

A new feed system is ill the layout stage. The system is designed to 

work in bath XSG and XPG 9hotguns. 

Four new XSG prototypes are scheduled for assembly in Oece.!!Lber 

for design verification·. 

Model 979 Seismic Gun 
The first lot of 15 Model 979 Seismic guns has been shipped to 

MAPCO. The next lot of 25 gu...~s will be completed by October 7, 1980 

and will be shipped in small lots of 5 to 10 as soon as ciley are 
available. 

The first fiftee...~ guns were delayed approximately six weeks due 

to a "delay fire• phenomenon and a high misfire rate in multiple 
firing from a single source. These problems were solved. by changing 

ammunition lots in the case of the ndelay fire• and by adding a 

resistor in series with each gun for the parallel fire mode. The 
"delay fire" phenomenon was discovered to be a misfire whicb fired 
on a second pulse generated by the firing system. 

There were two guns returned to us on September 12, 1980, one for 

bad ejection and the other due to a blanked primer. The one that had 

the bad ejection was follDd to be excessively dirty; when cleaned ejection 

returned to normal. The one that had a blanked primer was damaged bu~ 

repairable. The fired shell showed signs of extremely high pressure; 
t:.he cap was bulged into the ejector and the body was.partially missing. 

Damaged parts in tb.e gun were replaced and the qun is now serviceable. 
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There was no injury.to personnel and no parts or debris left the 
gun when the blanked primer was encountered. 

Bolt kction Carbine 
The carbine is a short barreled, bolt action center fire rifle 

that i.s being deve.l.oped as a replacement for the Model 600. 

Prototype models were provided to Marketing for field test.lng. 
Results indicate that the rifle was well accepted, but needs some 
weight reduction. 

Marketing requested that we investigate ways to reduce the 

ov~all weight of the rifle. A list has been compilad of t.~e options. 

A meeting will b~ held L~ October with Marketing to define model 

requirements. 

New 0..'!ler's Manual Format 
Our present owner's Manuals contain words th.at are often tech

nieally slanted, making it difficult for the average person to read 
and under.stand. New manuals are being prepared using a c:ontrolled 
Language wit:.b the key pr.lnciple being one word-one meaning. 

Inst:r~ction.books for the Models 7400, 7600, Four,anu Si~ have 

been completed and released to Production. 

Mechanical illustrations Eor the Model 700 standard and classic 
grades have been completed. Instruction books are scheduled to be 
printed and ready for packaging October 15, 1980. Mechanical 
illustrations for the Model 700 Left Rand are scheduled to be 
completed October lst. 

Ora.ft of the text for the Model 870 Competition Trap fus.t-· 

~uction book has been completed for reviewing. Work is proceeding 
to complete Car:lera copies for proof printing. 

STATUS Current Product Develoome~t 

Rivetless Extractor 
Cost savings of $84.3M per year will be realized by introduction 

of the rivetless e.~t:actor in the M7400/7600 center fire ri=les. These 
new extractors in small, regular and magnum si2es will replace the 
troublesome riveted types. Part cos~ w~ll be reduced, a numbe= of 
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bolt head operations eliminated, a,nd gun reliability and ease of 

replacement will be improved. 

All three extractor sizes have been extensively tested and 

approved for introduction in all center fire rifles. Regular and 

magnum extractors require an anti-rotation projection in their 

respective bolt heads to prevent them from rotating out of !JOSition. 

Tooling to coin the anti-rotation ~rejections in all center fire bolt 
hea~s has been designe~ and built. Some of the tooli.nq is already 

being used for production. Trial of the remainder should be completed 

by the end of October. 

Integral Ejectors 

currently the.ejectors in the Model 1100 12 Ga. and 20 Ga. 
shotguns a.re spot welded to t..'i.e barrel. extension and machined to size. 
h process has been developed to for:m the ejector as an integral part 

of the ba=el extension. Ose of an integral ejector will eliminate 

three process operations,as well as the ejector pin, and will result 

in a more durable ejection system. Tooling to coin ejection surfaces 

into 12 C-a., 16 Ga. and standard 20 Ga. barrels has been developed 

and transmitted to Production. Savings of over $60!1 per yea::: can be 
realized by this procedure. 

Field and endurance testing of Ml~OO LT-20 barrels has now been 
completed. No ejection 

showed negligible wear. 

and tooling for coining 

Production. 

problems were encountered and ejection surfaces 

Drawings are being prepared for tranS!li.ittal 

the integral ejectors has been turned over to 

Model 700 Bolt Lock and Fire Control 

New bolt lock and fire control designs for the 700 bolt ac'd.cn 
center fire rifle are being developed as· part of an ongoL'1g prograll\ to 

ilnprove the functional cha=actei:istics of our current f i·rea..""!r\S line. 

The objective of the bolt lock program is to give the shoote.r 
the ability to open and unload his firearm With the safety in the ON 
position, To do this, the bolt lock and safety on the M700 rifle 

have been designed to operate independently of each other. A lever 

that is aesthetically acceptable has been designed and is schedulec 

for testi.~g by the end of Octobe=. New cost estir.lates are being 

prepared by Indust=ial Engineering. 
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To date four fire controls have been desi.gned and are in various 

stages of assembly. New components for the original (No. 1) design 

have been fabricated, assembled and evaluated. Sear engagement, 

trigger pull and operating forces have all been satisfactory. However, 

safety ope.ration has been unreliable. The safety fails, at times, to 

support the sear ·as intended. A method of insuring engage.'!lent, possibly 
the use of interlocking angles, would solve this problem.. 

Tolerance problems, along 
with sear safety engagement in Design No. 2, have been eliminated. 
Another area of conce:r:n is that of sear return after 'firing. 
Replacement of the sear spring should solve th.at proble:n. A new 

sp:ring has been .designed and fabricated. Assembly and testing is 

planned for the :first of October. 

The third design ha.s been fabricated and assembled. Initial 

tests indicate proper functionality. Further testing is planned. 
Design No. 4 is being fabricated and will be assembled and tested 

t.~e second week in OCtober. This fire control .features a blocked sea~ 

as well as a blocked trigger, and is intended to be used with the 

new bolt lock. 

Hoel.el 788 Safety 
The present Model 788 rifle has been in the line fo~ several 

years. A continuing effort is made to illlprcve operation of the current 

firearms line in conjunct.ion with reports from Production, Process and 

the field. 

Experience indicated that the safety button could be contacted 

by the first web space of the hand when holding the cru.~ by the gr~p of 

the stock a.nd resting the gun on the shoulder. This could possibly 
cause the safety to be moved to the off safe position. The safety 
button ha~ bee.~ redesigned to correc~ this condition. Drawings have 

been forwarded to our vendor to investigate ma.nu:facturing proble."ls. 

Reports a.!"e satisfactory to date. 

The force to move the safety to the off safe position is on -t.he 

light side. The detent and tletent sprinq have been redesigned to 

increa..se the off safe force. Preliminary models have been tested 
satis~actorily. 
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Models incorporating the new safety button, detent hole, 

dete.nt, and detent spring are being fabricated for final testing 

and should be ready for assembly in October. 

Model 1100 Ducks Unlimited Shotcrun 
The nucks Unlimited program consists of special model shot'fTu,s 

that are sold to the Ducks Unlimited Organization which. auctions them 

off at a fall dinner meeting to raise money for their organization. 
Marketing has developed, in conjunction with Ducks Unlimited, a four 

year program with an option for the fifth year, where Remington will 

furr..ish these special shotguns in limited quantities. 

The pr09Taill consists of three special production shot<;Uns each 

yea:r. The first year there will be a Commemorative Model 1100 - 12 Ga. 
Dinner Gun, a secondary MllOO L'l'20 Dinner Gun, and a MllOO - 12 Ga. 

trade g-un. 

We have provided Marketinq with preliminary models of the 

commemorative and Secondary dinner quns. Using these models and 
prelimina:Y artwork furnished ny Marketing, Ducks Unlimited agreed to 
the f:Lrst year model requirements for all three models. 

Drawings will be transmittec to Process Engineering in October 

1980. Rand engraved mOdels with the final agreed upon artwork will 

be completed in October. 

STATUS Process Development 

Auto-Drill Line 

The present method o~ prepa:t"~n9 shotgun barrel- blanks for the 

swaging machine is difficult to control and requires an unacceptably 

high degree of technical and engineering ~upport. A new drill line 

utilizing proven machining methods and completely automatic part 

handling has been developed to replace the present system. 

The complete line is now under power. The saw and the south 
lathe have been cycled fully automatically cutting steel. The 

installation of the smoke system ductwork is nearly crnnplete and 

final adjustments are in progress. Bearing and-lubrication revisions 

will be performed by the vendor starting September 29. All work is 

scheduled for completion by October 10, with the line in fully 

automatic operation at that time. 
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ASEA Manipulator 

Rifle and shotgun receivei::s are i::ouqh. and finish polished by a 
labor intensive hand process. ASEA, Inc., an industrial manipulator 

manufacturer, demonstrated the technical capability of automatically 

polishing Model 742 and Model 760 receivers utilizing their ind~strial 

robot. 

Opdated economics on this project now reflect a savings of S61M 
per year at. a 23% ROI for completely polishing the Model 7400 a.-i~ 7600 

receivers. An adequately uniform finish has been achieved on the 

radii. Flat polishing tol~a.nce problems will ba solved by adap~g 

the feed.back of a Sha.evitz LVDT repositioning system into the manipulator 

progralitming. The LVDT is cue on Septe.mDer 30. 

Additional investigation into MSiO polishing will be conducted 

by Research, while improved pa.-.el polishlng will be reviewed in 

conjunction with ESD. 

The system will be available for limited ~anual load production 
on the M7400/7600 during the first half of 1981. 

Four Slide Machine 

This automatic manufacturing for in-house production of precision 

formed stampings will enable Remington to develop an expertise in 
stamping manufacture required to eliminate our total dependence on 
costly outside suppliers. Additional benefits will be improved quality 

and reduced new product lead times. 

support equipment will include a wii::e electrical discharge 

machine (EDM) which will be used to manufacture four-slide tooling 

and prototype gun pa......-ts. Delivery of the wire ED!1 is expec';:ed by 

mid-October. Because of the complexity and size of the first parts 

chosen for manufacture, M7400/7600 long magazine followers, some 

additional attach.~ents have been ordered for the four-slide machine. 

Equipped with these additional items, the machine will be more 

versatile and will enable us to manufacture more complex formed 

stampings than originally contemplated. 
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Laser welc!ing 

Model llDO and Model 870 shotgun slide blocks a:re currently 

being brazed to action bars or slide plates, The brazed joints are 
inhe=ently unreliable and diificult to inspect without destructive 
testing. Scrap rates run as high as 20% in subsequent operations. 

A laser welding p~ocess was proposed to replace the troublesome 
brazing operation. The estimated qross savings are !?3DM per year 

at a 38% ROI. 

Metallurgically sound laser welC.s of 1018 steel sl.ide bl.eeks to 

action bars have been obtained by ETL.. However, adecr~ate weld strength 

has not been achieved. ETL will continue to experiment, using different 
laser welding techniques, until satisfactory weld st=ength has been 

achieved. 

Laser Wood Carving 
Laser wood carvings offer improved aesthetics over the current 

pressed checkerin~ method of stock and fore end decorating. Laser 
carving is comparable in detail to the traditional end expensive 
hand carving methods but at greatly reduced cost. 

Marketing has approved a laser engraved emblem for the 
!illOO LT-20 Ducks Unlimited shotgun stock. Artwork has been sent to 
Lase-.'"Illation for sample preparation. 
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